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IN TOMORROW’S DRIVES,
HARDWARE FOLLOWS SOFTWARE
Dr Hamid Vahabzadeh
Chairman
CTI Symposium USA

F

or the second time running, this year‘s 15
CTI Symposium USA took place d
 igitally
due to Covid-19. But as chair Dr Hamid
Vahabzadeh said when greeting participants,
this has also changed the work of engineers
in the automotive industry. He cited two
examples of the new c hallenges they face: a
lack of semiconductors caused by supply chain
bottlenecks, and the shift to working from
home. “With varying degrees of willingness,
we’ve all adapted to c ollaborating via video
conferences. And in part at least, companies
may retain hybrid work modes in future”.
That said, he continued, there had been

th

s ignificant new innovation impulses. “There’s
been great progress in electrified v
 ehicles,
with smaller suppliers h
 eavily involved in
development too. A lot is happening at
component level, for instance electric motors,
electrified axles, inverters or power electronics,
software, et cetera”. The CTI Symposium USA
addressed all these topics, which f eatured
strongly both in the plenum lectures, and in
the five Technical S
 essions on September 8th
and 9th.
This year there was even stronger emphasis on
the two panel d
 iscussions. Their topics were
complementary: ‘The Battle between BEV and
Hybrid’ and ‘Will 100 percent BEV be a reality
in future?’

LEGISLATION IS DRIVING
ELECTRIFICATION –
BUT QUESTIONS REMAIN
Ruiping Wang
Zhejiang Geely Auto Group

Patrick Lindemann
Schaeffler

In the expert discussion ‘The Battle between
BEV and Hybrid’, moderator Patrick
Lindemann, Schaeffler, asked participants
how the market shares for BEV, HEV and
conventionally powered vehicles would
look in five, ten and twenty years’ time. The
participants: Carla Bailo, Center for Automotive
Research (CAR), Greg Gardner, Ford Motor
Company, Byungho Lee, Hyundai-Kia A
 merica
Technical Center, Steve Rober, S
 tellantis,
Ruiping Wang, Zhejiang Geely Auto Group.

Ruiping Wang started into the discussion by
stating that in China, HEV and BEV growth was
stronger than expected. Carla Bailo f oresees
dramatic growth in HEVs and b
 elieves that due
to infrastructure considerations, BEV s hare
would depend on how c ustomer a
 cceptance
develops. With HEVs, consumers were not
dependent on infrastructure quality, while CO2
benefits could be exploited more easily and
quickly. All the same, Byungho Lee expects
ICEs to lose much of their significance in ten
years‘ time. But in addition to BEV and HEV,
he said EVs with a fuel cell drive (FCEV) would
also play a role.
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 reg Gardner
G
Ford Motor Company

Greg Gardner pointed out the huge differences
between markets. In the USA in particular, light
trucks – with their unique demands on utility
– still played a major role. But in general,
emissions legislation would drive developers
out of traditional drives and into pure electric
drives. For Steve Rober, the picture at the
moment is slightly lacking in balance and
focus. How will charging infrastructures
develop? What will happen in South America,
with its big investments in ethanol? The
current chip shortage also posed a risk, since a
lack of semiconductors would slow down
electrification too.

WITHOUT GREEN ELECTRICITY,
BEVS ARE OF LIMITED USE

Byungho Lee
Hyundai-Kia America
Technical Center

The issue of CO2 balance remains unsolved,
since calculations based solely on tailpipe
emissions or even well-to-wheel a
 ssessments
do not depict overall lifecycle emissions
correctly. Or as Byungho Lee put it: “From this
viewpoint, BEVs so not make much sense, and
everyone in the industry knows it.” In this
context Ruiping Wang also advocated full
hybrids, saying that while it was true that only
BEVs could reduce CO2 emissions quickly, HEVs
were just as good as BEVs in a complete lifecycle assessment. He said BEV acceptance also
depended h
 eavily on how convenient they
were to use. That was one reason why HEVs
were justified in the long term.

Carla Bailo
Automotive Research (CAR)

Carla Bailo said the pace of electrification had
to be controlled properly; the risks of broken
supply chains, or a lack of raw m
 aterials and
semiconductors, were real. Also, it was not
enough to just consider t ailpipe emissions: the
production of energy sources and all materials had to be included too. However, she does
not expect to see lifecycle or cradle-to-grave
assessments in the near future.

THE WANING SIGNIFICANCE OF
DRIVES AS A DIFFERENTIATOR
Steve Rober
Stellantis

Steve Rober emphasized that everyone –
including everyone outside the a
 utomotive
industry – must contribute. The issues of
recycling and a ‘second life’ for batteries
needed to be clarified, and government
incentives had to hit the right targets. The
industry could deliver electric cars much
faster than the infrastructure was growing.
Personally, he also believes in plug-in h
 ybrids,
saying they solved part of the infrastructure
problem. Byungho Lee took a similar line: „Our
infrastructure is not ready for 40 or 50 percent
electric cars. That needs to be solved first.”
Greg Gardner noted that while electric cars
were great to drive, and had better torque
build-up and drive comfort, they only really
made sense if you charged them with green
electricity. Also, we would need to build more
and more batteries, and more and more
infrastructure. “The real question is, can the
boundary conditions keep pace with the
electric cars?”

One point in favor of BEVs is their simple
construction. Carla Bailo said they needed
fewer parts, and their drives were easy to
transfer to other vehicles; the d
 isadvantages
were still costs, range and infrastructure. While
hybrid drives were far more complex, there
were no range or infrastructure constraints.
For BEVs, Ruiping Wang still sees challenges
in the form of low energy density, and b
 attery
recycling. On the other hand, HEVs b
 enefit
from the fact that they build on mature t echnology – for example as to the transmissions.
For Greg Gardner, design diversity in h
 ybrid
drives is barely manageable. That meant
significantly more complexity, due to the large
number of variants. He believes electric drives
will soon b
 ecome a commodity. ‘Skateboard
platforms’ would ensure high levels of
standardization, and would also be suitable for
hybrid drives that were modified accordingly.
Hence, the EV platform would become the
new standard.
Together with the demise of ICEs, this
obviously makes brand differentiation h
 arder.
For Byungho Lee, that makes design even
more important. Utility considerations such
as ride-sharing models would also play a big
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role. Steve Rober sees a shift in focus away
from engines, and towards infotainment and
autonomous driving functionality. Summing
up, Carla Bailo said: „Everything is about what
customers want. Technology has to integrate
as seamlessly as possible into everyday life.”

IS 100 PERCENT ELECTRIC CARS
REALISTIC?

BIG OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG
ENGINEERS
Craig Renneker
AAM

Craig Renneker thought it was feasible in terms of t echnology and vehicles, but again cited
infrastructure as the real bottleneck. Sinisa
Jurkovic said consumer acceptance levels were
important. Unanswered questions could only
be solved as a society – not by the automotive
industry alone.

Denise Gray
LG Energy Solution Michigan

Denise Gray, Managing Director of LG E
 nergy
Solution Michigan, moderated the expert
discussion on Day 2 of the symposium. The
participants were Paul Farrell, CSO Borg
Warner, Prof. Uwe-Dieter Grebe, AVL List,
Sinisa Jurkovic, Stellantis and Craig Renneker
from AAM.
The first question Denise Gray put to the panel
was whether a 100 percent market share for
BEVs was realistic in future.

Uwe-Dieter Grebe
AVL List

Uwe-Dieter Grebe mentioned regions such
as Africa or r ural C
 hina, where installing
infrastructures was no easy matter. He said the
requirements for an energy infrastructure were
totally d
 ifferent than the requirements for a
cellular network. Paul Farrell said ‘100 percent
BEV’ was possible in some regions, but saw
no advantage in scenarios like long-haul transport, where he a
 dvocated h
 ydrogen instead.
But again, the infrastructure would need to be
built first.

Everyone agreed that the upside of t hese
challenges was the big opportunities they
offer for young engineers. When Denise Gray
asked what professional advice the experts
would give to young engineers and scientists,
Uwe-Dieter Grebe said: “For young engineers,
we need to talk about electronic architectures,
about how hardware is controlled by software,
and how it communicates with the world. The
technology for electrification is basically in its
infancy. In turn, that means a bright f uture for
young engineers.”
„Engineers can change the world by
developing low-emission technologies,” was
Craig Renneker’s exciting m
 essage. His second
piece of advice however: „Focus on the b
 asics
of physics.“

Paul Farrell
CSO Borg Warner

Paul Farrell added that they would need to
think at system level, but also grow their
knowledge in the fields of electronics,
power electronics and s oftware because the

 utomotive industry in particular had the
a
competence to integrate these disciplines.
Summing up, Denise Gray said: „In future, we’ll
be a
 pproaching lots of things the other way
round. Hardware will follow software.“

CHINA – A PIONEER
FOR E-FUELS
Despite all the enthusiasm for the
opportunities electrification has to o
 ffer, it will
probably not be the only s olution. Uwe-Dieter
Grebe expects to see supplements, for
example hydrogen. He said that as a
prerequisite for a sustainable overall system,
the ‘green electrons’ needed a buffer. And if
you have the hydrogen already, why not use
it for long haul t ransport? China, he said, was
a pioneer in this field. For the same reason,
Grebe also sees a future for e-fuels – as
high-density e
 nergy carriers.

Sinisa Jurkovic
Stellantis

Sinisa Jurkovic reminded everyone again
that raw materials such as rare earths are a
key enabler for efficient e
 lectrified drives.
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 ooking ahead to 2030, he saw u
L
 ncertainties
in that area. For Craig Renneker, that means
we need to minimize material requirements,
for example by using small hi-speed electric
motors. Denise Gray put it in a nutshell: “We
can only use what’s available.”
Key takeaways from the discussions: Thanks
to legal requirements, there is no s topping
electrification. But as many c omments p
 ointed
out, developments in vehicle t echnology
are outpacing developments in energy
sources and infrastructure. So if you push a
technology into the market that c annot then
be used satisfactorily, the question is whether
incentives are having the right steering effect.
Then again, these challenges also offer huge
opportunities for engineers to develop new
solutions, and to contribute to meaningful
social development.
A summary of the plenary lectures at the
15th CTI Symposium USA is available in a
separate article, which is also a
 vailable for
download. Next year, discussions will continue
at the CTI Symposium USA, and planning has
already begun. We look forward to meeting
with you again on May 18-19, 2022 – in real
life, in Novi, which is a
 nother good news.
Gernot Goppelt, CTI Correspondent
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